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BID NOD. PENDING
"Dollar Sign" Cincy Tourney Answer Lacking As
Presses Roll; Athletic Board To Decide
By Dick Henkel
Again Draws
March 3 <SPECIAL)-Whether Xavier's basketball warCouncil Fire riors would compete in a planned post-season tournament

Still on the financial come- in the Cincinnati Gardens next week was still being conback trail, Student Council sidered this morning by Xavier officials.
According to Bob Coates, sports publicity director, a final
spent most of last Monday's
meeting devising methods of
decision would be reached early
this afternoon at a meeting beadding a few dollars to its

New Host Charles Hogan (right) of Mermaind Tavern receives
congratulatory handshake from former Host Tom Hanna.

Hogan Is Elected Ho.st;
Tavern Now 19 Years Old
Charles Hogan, liberal arts junior, was elected Host of
the Mermaid Tavern, often referred to as "Xavier's unique
writers club," last Monday evening, Feb. 28 in South Hall on
the Evanston Campus before one of the largest turnouts of
undergraduate members.
·
·
The popular Hogan, current
national president of the National
Federation of Catholic College
Students who recently returned
last summer from an extensive
tour through European countries
under the auspices of the NFCCS,
succeeds former Host Thomas
Hanna as the 20th in a line of
personable Hosts. Hanna, a PhB
graduate last February, is now
teaching English at St. Xavier
High School and is part time assistant in the Registrar's Office.
Hogan will make his initial appearance as Host of the Tavern
when the organization meets on
Monday, Mar. 14.
Nineteen Years
Last month the tavern celebrated its 19th anniversary. The
occasion each year is one when
all former and current members
get together and ·reminisce over
bygone days in the Tavern.
Having the distinction of being
an exclusive writers club on the
campus, the club was founded by
. .,
th e R ev. P au1 J . S weeney, SJ
who still presides as the Warder
and faculty director. The Tavern
has for its principal goal the fostering and encouragemnt of hopeful writers and students of outstanding literary talent.
Quota Increased
Undergraduate membership in
the club which has been limited
to thirteen since its origin by
Father Sweeney in 1931 has been
expanded this year to increase
its quota to eighteen members
because of the recent surge in
(Continued on Page 3)

Novena Devotion
T p
.
0
atron Saint
St · l F "d
. . ar 8. . r1 ay

- A devotion invoking the intercession of St. Francis Xavier in a
nine day's prayer called the Novena in honor of the saint's canonization will be conducted at Xa~for University from March 4-12,
according to Student Counsellor
Rev. Frank Dietz, S.J.
Services will be conducted
daily in Bellarmine Chapel following the 8: 30 Mass in the mo'rning and also at 1: 20 in the afternoon. Evening services will be
conducted by Father O'Kane at
7:45 in Bellarmine with a veneration of the relic following each
service.
For the convenience of the
dorm students, Benediction and
prayer will be held each evening
in Saint Joseph's Chapel in Elet
Hall at 6: 30.
Suggested by St. Francis Xavier himself, conditions for fulfillment of the novena call for
the sacraments of Pen an c e
and Holy Communion within the
nine day period, a brief meditation on the life of the Saint, and
the recitation of the prayers of
the Saint each day of the Novena.

anemic but once more solvent
bank account.
Method number one, the councilmen d e c i de d unanimously,
should be a series of Lenten gettogethers. Acting president Dick
Kelly · appointed Gene Driscoll,
John Cade, Bob McDevitt, Tom
Tully, Art Ney and Jim Keefe to
a committee which will fix dates
and provide entertainment. Smokers, "Monte Casino" nights, and
barbecues are committee chairman Driscoll's tentative ideas.
Method number two never got
beyond the form of a motion.
Senior Milt Partridge moved that
Council request the Debate Society to donate its profit from an
unbacked (and therefore unlevied) dance to the Council's treasury. Bob McGraw pointed out
that the money would not be
donated, but merely loaned until
May 1. In· the· midst of much unfavorable discussion Partridge
changed his mind and withdrew
his motion.
Another committee, with Jim
Charles (chairman), Bob McGraw, Dick 'Kelly, Jack O'Leary,
Bob McDevitt and Tom Link as
members, was delegated to see
Father Steiner about the possibility of cleaning and decorating
South Hall.
Fr. Dietz, council moderator,
pointed out the idea behind the
committee: "The school authorities demand that the students
show more respect to South Hall.
I, believe that if you give the stud e n t s something respectable,
they'll respect it. We should ask
the administration to change
South Hall from the barn it is;
then the fellows will stop treating
it like a barn.''
The councilmen also commissioned the Judicial Board to interpret the "$300 clause" of the
Constitution. The board members
must decide before next Monday
whether Council needs $300 in
the bank before it can back a
dance.

Clef Club Opens
Concert Season
At Local College

The program presented by the
Xavier Clef Club at Villa Madonna academy last Monday evening marked the beginning of the
club's twenty-second concert season. This was the first in a series
of 14 appearances of the ensemble
both locally and on tour.
During the month of March, the
featured concerts _will be given
at Our Lady of Cincinnati, Mt.
St. Joseph and Hotel Alms. A
special program will be offered at
Good Samaritan Hospital for patients and members of the staff.
April 8 will find the Clef Club
in Portsmouth, Ohio, on a return
engagement by popular demand,
and on April 20, the group will
visit Middletown, Ohio. They will
begin ·their-annual Kentucky tour
on May 11 to complete engagements in Louisville and Bardstown.
As usual, the highlight of the
season will be the annual formal
Spring Concert and Dance to be
held at the Hall of Mirrors in
Cincinnati's Hot e 1 Neth~·land
Plaza on May 20. Committees
have been formed under the direction of club president Dick
Diehl and preparations ·for the
The Musketeer 49'er is round(Continued on Page 6)
ing second base this week in its
efforts- to meet the approaching
deadline. According to Gene Driscoll, editor-in-chief, this year's
book is taking definite shape and
"promises to be the best ever."
A Lenten Smoker will be given
To back up his words, Driscoll
in South Hall on the evening of points to the unique black and
Mar. 9 according to a late an- gold cover design, the various
nouncement made by Bob Mc- caricatures of the miner, '49'er,
Graw, chairman of the social that will run throughout the book
committee.
and lend itself to the lOOth anniMovies will be shown of the versary of the California gold
highlights of the late basketball rush theme.
season and other varied enterArt editor Walt Vester has
tainment is planned. All Xavier completed working designs on
men are invited to be on hand several of the miners but has isto partake in the refreshments sued a call for talented artists to
and cigarettes.
assist in the completion of the
work.
The book will be dedicated to
Our Lady of Fatima and the Rosary Crusade. Special photographic layouts of the Lady of Fatima
statue that were taken when it
stopped on its cross country tour
Gene Friedmann, Thomas Rusch, at St. Mary's Cathedral in CovJames Graves, Al Moser and ington, Ky., will be prominently
Gene Driscoll. The programs will featured.
be opened and closed by the XaUnde1· the leadership of Bob
vier Clef Club. A new Baldwin Schildmeyer, business manager,
installed in the South Hall stu- patronships are now being solidios is to provide background for cited and the cooperation of the
the programs.
student body is imperative to the
It is contemplated that the financial success of the book.
Herzog Recording studios, tech- Schildmeyer asks all students to
nicians for WLW, will record the make sure that parents and
weekly programs which will be friends of Xavie1· are approached
rebroadcast by WKRC. Students on this subject.
The price of a patronage is $10.
interested in participating in any
capacity with the radio service Send checks to Bob Schildmeyer,
should report to Gene Friedmann, Student Yearbook office, Xavie1·
University.
casting director.

"Best Ever"

Annual Seen
By Editor

Lenten Smoker Set
For Campus Mar. 9

NEGOTIATIONS OPENED FOR SIX-WEEI{
AIRING OF '~XAVIER PRESENTS" SERIES
Variety Show May Be
Renewed Over WKRC

Negotiations were begun this
week with Mr. Harvey. Carey,
Subscribe To Mi11ioris program director of radio station
Subscriptions for the Jesuit WKRC, CBS affiliate station in
Mission Ma1a1lne will be ac- the Hc:Jtel Alms, to produce a sixcepted In the offices of Rev. week "Xavier Presents" campus
Paul L. O'Connor S.J., dean of variety program from the Xavier
the Colle1e of Liberal Arts and · University Evanston Campus. Mr.
Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S.J., stu- Edward Vonder Haar, public redent counsellor, until tomorrow lations director, announced that
Prof. Joseph Link, Jr., would be
afternoon.
general
director of the programs
After that time your donation
may be sent to: Jesuit Missions, assisted by Mr. Victor Dial, speech
926 Madison Ave., New York, and drama instructor, and Mr.
Gil Marringer, band director. The
31, N.Y.
programs are expected to origin·

ate in the South Hall studios,
like last year, beginning sometime after March 15 and continuing through April into May. The
exact time and dates will be announced in future issues of the
News.
On Tuesday evening, March 8
at 7 p.m., auditions wiU be held
in South Hall for vocalists, writers, producers, announcers, instrumentalists and other Xavier
University day or evening students who wish to join the staff.
Assisting Prof. Link on the proelectric organ with piano will be
Charles Lang, Walter Vester,

tween Athletic Director Al Stephan and members of the University
Board of Athletic Control.
Coates, while refusing to comment officially on any expected
decision, stated at 11 :30 a.m. today, that it did not seem likely
that Xavier would enter the
Garden tourney's four-team competition.
Although Xavier's participation
had seemed assured by virtue of
a contract signed previously with
Sam Feinberg, local basketball
promoter, Musketeer athletic officials were withholding their decision because of an unrevealed
technicality.
Teams known to have been invited to the tournament, in addition to Xavier and the University
of Cincinnati, were Western Kentucky and LaSalle of Philadelphia. The Kentuckians automatically refused because of previous
committments to the National
Invitational Tournament at Madison Square Garden in New York.
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Christophers'
Movement
Is Challenge
To World

By Gray

''Take Up Thy Cross And Follow Me"

By Walter Y ester

(This is the first installment in
a series of four articles explaining the purpose and work of The
Cliristophers, Inc., whose headEDITOR-IN-CRlEF ........................................................................................ Rlehard E. Henkel, ;~:
quarters are at 121 East 39th
BUSINESS MANAGER ..............................................;......................................... Jerry Halloran, "
<The views and opinions as expressed by various feature writer•, columnists and St1·eet, N. Y. 16, N.Y. Father
raest writers do not necessarily express the oUlclal opinion• of the Xavier University Administration. Matters of oUlclal nature appearln1 In the "Newa" will be ao James Keller, M.M., Director.)
dHl1nated.)
·
You Can Change The World
is both a title and a challenge. It

tc'i""=:

e

Lent And The Wm· On Religion

HE war agains~ religion is .on again with g~eat intensity.
Previous to this year, Russia, and her satellites have been
somewhat indifferent to religion and feebly tolerant of it for
reasons of expediency. In order to put up its front for peace
and the United Nations, the Kremlin had to seem lukewarm,
at least to the scattered worship of God behind the Iron
Curtain: Thus it was made to appear that a degree of religious
freedom existed, particularly in the countries surrounding
the mother state.
However, beginning with the arrest and trial of Cardinal
Mindszenty and culminating in recent drives to set up national churches in central Europe controlled from Moscow,
the Godless crusade envisioned by Marx is again in the offing.
Not only are nuns, priests and bishops being imprisoned in
Hungary, Roumania and Czechoslovakia, a_nd attempts i:nade
to destroy the Catholic Church for refusing to align itself
under the state, but the Communists are even now trying
Protestant ministers in Bulgaria.
All this is significant in two ways. First, it is a further
trend toward the already-theorized imminent merging of the
satellite nations surrounding Russia into the Soviet Union
itself. Secondly, it represents a departure from the Commu~
ist practice of luring some Protestants to support the Kremlin
stand against the Vatican. When Moscow starts attacking
the Protestants, then it's a good sign of total abandonment
of its front in regard to religious matters.
Now, more than ever, in the face of outright anti-religion,
Pius Xi's plea for frequent reception of Holy Communion
should be recognized and heeded. With the beginning of
Lent, we have the opportunity to get a good start that will
carry us through the whole year. There is the greatest need
for prayer, attendance at Mass and use of the Sacraments,
and no better time to begin than during the Lenten season,
in order to ask God to bring an end to this Godlessness. The
anti-Christ is in full swing and only Christ can stop its orbit.

T
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Our "Outspoken" President

EPARTING from the traditional ''sob sister" act, President Truman last week put on a "SOB brother" act and
Drew Pearson happened to be the victim of the former's uncalled-for stage language. The thoughtlessness of the man as
a private citizen would have gone unnoticed. However he
used the phrase speaking as President of the United States,
in a position of responsibility to all its citizens (and also in
defense of a very, very debatable issue).
Thus in that official status he should apologize, not
necessarily to Mr. Pears'?n, but to the people of this country
who put him in office and who resent having such an important position degraded to the level of name-calling. After
all, if a president of this nation can give vent to his emotions
in such a manner that it can be reported on and will reach
the whole country and he can get away with it without official apology, then why cannot anyone else (including radio
commentators) go even further by casting reflection on the
character of the President's ancestors? And maybe when that
happens the speaker won't stick merely to initials, as Mr.
Truman did.
But there is another ill effect of such an action as this on
the part of the President, and Mr. David Lawrence, highly
competent Washington news analyst, has done some very
fundamental thinking on the subject. He contends that those
who argue for the use of vulgarity, profanity and even obscenity in books and plays for the sake of realism may have
additional support (not that they ever needed it) for their
contention "by the precedent established here this week,"
since it can be argued "that if a President of the United States
uses such a term, it certainly has something approaching
official sanction."
Now that very principle (if it can be called such) is one
of the primary explanations behind the rampant spread of
divorce, birth control, mercy killing, etc. People in responsible positions don't act in a responsible manner. Because
fashion-plates, society dowagers, Hollywood woodenheads
and other clothes horses started getting divorces and consequent advertising for themselves in the newspapers, most
of the readers of America come to the conclusion that divorce
is a good thing. Likewise, when prominent citizens support
birth prevention and euthanasia, almost everybody else says,
"Well, it must be right."
Mr. Lawrence is correct when he expresses apprehensiveness lest the President's action start the ball rolling
among hitherto good-intentioned people. fie would considerably regret it "if the impression created upon the youth of
the land is that language hitherto deemed improper had suddenly been given sanction through usage by a President of
the United States in a public meeting." ·
If for no other reason than that, Mr. Truman should

D

apologize to his constituents.

is the title of a recently published
book by Fr. James Keller, director of "The Christophers, Inc.";
it is the challenge issued by that
unique organization to each and
every Christian on the face of the
earth.
"The Christophers, Inc." is more
than an organization, it has developed into a movement. No one
joins the organization, attends
meetings or pays .dues. Anyone
desiring to become a Christopher
does so simply by force of his
own personal responsibility and
initiative. The purpose of the
Christopher movement is the
furthering of that sense of responsibility and individual initiative in bringing back into "the
market place" the light of Divine
truth, the love of all men and its
resultant, peace for all mankind.
· "Christ Bearers"
The name Christopher, as explained by Fr. Keller, is derived
from the G r e e k and means
"Christ Bearer." Each Christopher does his best, regardless of
how 'small or how large that may
be, to bring Christ into his everyday life, into his work, into his
home and wherever he may travel. He strives to integrate his
faith with his life-each and every day of that life.
The group publishes, free of
ch a r g e, monthly News Notes
which give interesting and stimulating news of the accomplishments of Christophers everywhere, notice of new undermining
factors which must be resisted
and new openings which would
provide advantageous foot-holds
for the Christopher cause. These
News Notes and Fr. Keller's book,
You

Can

Change

The

World,

carry stirring accounts of the
courageous men and women who
are working hard as Christophers.
No Need For Hate
In this country tody, the work
being done by the Christophers
will actually result in ·added security for the American way of
life. George E. Sokolsky, writing
in a syndicated feature in the
New York Sun, Dec. 23, 1948, said,
"No one needs to hate any body
in American. There is too much
love to share." And in Fr. Keller's
book which Sokolsky lauded in
this same · article, there is this
startling observation: "Most are
against Communism now, just as
they were against Nazism and
Facism. But they don't know
what they are for." After a grim
review of the devastating career
of Nazism, Fr, Keller adds, "This
is what happened to Germany,
but, thank God, in the United
States it is not too late to reverse
this trend. It is not too late to do
something about it!"

TECH DIRECTOR FOR
"SONG" ANNOUNCED
Glen Goetz, who became an instructor in English at the beginning of the current semester, has
been named technical director for
"Song of Bernadette" by Victor
Dial, director.
Goetz was responsible for the
sets used in the Masque Society's
last production, "Mary of Scot·
land."

;_

The Talk Around Campus

SO THEY SAY
By Fred Newbill

• Halloran "corrects" last week's story on Hop; <:;ouncil
passes a.nother dilly.

"' * * * "'
No sooner had last week's edition of the News come out
than Jerry Halloran informed me that the rental for the
Frosh-Soph Hop at Castle Farm had not been raised $100.
According to the contract, the Farm could have gotten another
$100, but when someone pointed out to the manager that the
dance would lose if Jhe rent
went up, he "practically donated"
(Halloran's words) twenty sawbucks to Student Council's lean
treasury.
Our Representatives
Well, the
b o y s flubbed
another one. I
d o n ' t understand how such
nice f e 11 o w s
personally
could come up
with such fool
legislation a s
Council has,
but apparently
Fred Newbill
the surface has
noe yet been scratched. Previous
councils have been flourishing
for years and years, put dances
across, done other things the organization has power to do (name
one), and never had to yell for
help.
But no sooner do our boys lose
money on a dance than they
throw in the sponge-give up.
After spending the magnificent
total of one week exploring
every available avenue of financial solvency, (obviously they
tried a billion or more in that
long time) they come up with a
proposal to add a buck a year to
our activity fee.
Forgetting the fact that having
that much unearned money to
fall back on would destroy all initiative to put a dance across, ask
yourself, or them, if that is the
way for a proud and powerful
student organization to face an
issue.
Three hundred dollars is a deep
hole, but not bottomless. What
happened to the drive and ambition these guys campaigned on?
Have they all lost their nerve? Is

.there anybody with guts in that
set?
The answer is yes. The resolution referred to was passed over
about five dead bodies, with some
not voting. What the opposition
should have done was demand a
voice vote, but the boys with
political experience were on the
wrong side.
All of which points to the fact
that some people on the council
either need a fresh perspective,
or to get out.

a---....:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.__~

Letters
To T/ie Editor
Council Confidence

1

Dear Editor:
Orchids to Frei:! Newbill for
bringing to light the stagnant
condition that prevails in the
Student Council (which will be
remedied at the next election). If
the council hasn't enough confidence in the students and in itself to sponsor four decent dances
in a place generally accepted as
best under present conditions, certainly the students aren't to
blame.
If the deficit from the dance is
"none of the student's business,"
why have a Student Council at
all? The purpose of such an organization is to use the voice of
the student to foster the type of
endeavor which he both wants
and can be proud of. When the
results of such endeavors can not
be made public a sad state of affairs exists somewhere~ Why
must the inefficiency of a "distinct minority'' clique be repre·
sented as the failure of the whole
student body?

"Four. Muskies"
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South Justified In Civil War
Pe1~shi11gs
Debaters 'l;Jecide, History Unchanged

South Hall

To Be Clo.sed
If Di1:t Stays
South Hall lounge and grille
will be closed unless students
correct "the disgraceful condit'fon
of littering it with waste paper
and empty coke bottles," the Rev.
Raymond L. Mooney, S.J., dean
of ' men, told a convocation of
Evanston Campus undergraduate
students· last Friday afternoon.
At the same meeting Fr. Mooney called for a pep rally for the
basketball squad saying "he could
not understand the lack of student interest in the team all during the regular season," and took
. it on himself to hold the rally at
the convocation. He also maae a
report in regard to the XU-UC
contest, where students purchased
tickets to be used for their companions and sold them outside
the University at "s ca 1 p e rs"
prices.
Students at the convocation
also:
Heard The Rev. Edward Wiatrak, S.J., associate editor of
the Jesuit Missions magazine,
appeal for aid in furthering
the cause of Jesuit missions
. by subscribing to the magazine.
Listened to Malcom McMullen, basketball captain,, thank
the student body for the support they have given the
team during their season.
Sat attentively as Fr. Mooney
explained to students that
they will be given the choice
of paying a $2 fine for not
attending future convocations
or be dealt with accordingly
by the administration.

YESTERYEAR
A Backivard Glance
At Tlie Xavier Sce1ie
March 1929
Plans were revealed for the
construction of the present Albers Hall. The structure was to
cost $150,000 and was to be ready
for use in September, 1929. The
aim of this project was to increase
the student enrollment to 1,000.

* * *

Cincinnati and the country at
large were soon to see a two reel
filming by Pathe News of St.
Xavier College life and activities.
The picture was to present
graphically to prospective students the many advantages offered by St. Xavier College.

* *

•

The Musketeer hoopmen took
the title in the Ohio Conference
by virtue of their 46-12 walloping of Muskingum. They finished
the season with a four wins and
no losses in conference record and
a season record of nine and five.

Tal{e In 15;
UC 011tshot

Left to right, Ray Schlicte (X), Mary Boyle (OLC), Jerry
Conrey (X), and Jane Beck (OLC) plot strategy in Albers Hall
before the debate.
-Photo by Keller
A belligerent atmosphere permeated Albers Hall lobby last
Saturday evening as the "Union
Jack'' and the confederate flag,
symbolizing the feelings of two
debate teams, hung in opposite
corners, while the Civil War was
oratorically refought.
After the heated contest, an
audience of over 200 danced to
the music of Chris Christenson's
combo in South Hall.
"That the South was Justified
in Fighting the War between the

Xavier Men
Predominate
Camp Roster

• • •

March 1947
The Xavier University Band,
under the baton of Mr. Gilbert
Maringer made its radio debut on
"Xavier Presents" from the stage
of the RKO Paramount Theatre.

• • •

Rev. John Szopinski, S.J., native of Poland and a survivor of
the notorious Nazi Dachau concentration camp, was a visitor to
the campus.

States," was affil'med by Jerry
Conrey of Xavier and Mary Boyle
of OLC. They stressed that "the
war was caused by the North's
inordinate love of the almighty
dollar," and called the South the
"North's 'richest colony." Some
"b'gorrahs" arose from the crowd
when one of the speakers compared the plight of the southern
slaves as no worse than that of
the "Irish floaters" of the North.
Ray Schlichte of Xavier and
Jane Beck of OLC, standing behind a bronze bust of Lincoln,
questioned the justifiablility ·of
the South and s t a t e d that
"through the victory of the Union, the stain which had disfigured the national flag of the
United States had disappeared
forever."
The judges, Messrs. Victor Dial
and Phillip Sharper of the XU
faculty, and Leonard Gartner of
OLC, awarded the victory to the
affirmative on the basis of more
factual arguments.
That the affair was a success,
can be verified by the Philopedian's newly formed treasury of
$50, announced Ray Schlichte,
president of the club.

The Rt. Rev. Monsignor R.
Marcellus Wagner, general director of the Fort Scott Summer
Camps at New Baltimore, Ohio
announced the 1949 season staff
appointments for the summer
camps which open late in June
for an eight-week camping season.
The roster of the men's staff
is predominantly Xavier. The following Xavier men have received
staff appointments: Prof. Joseph
Link, Jr., boys' camp director;
Richard Henkel, public relations;
•
Arthur Ney, asst. camp director; 1
Thomas Hogan, Jr., l'iding director; Thomas Held, swimming director; Richard Geiger, handiThe Student Committee of the
craft director; Jerry Devitt, adNational
Council of Americanministrative secretary; Carol Helmers and James Murphy, ca'mp Soviet Friendship announces the
maintenance; Fe 1 ix Sandman, initiation of a - correspondence
military direct&r; Robert Mc- project for American students
Quade, athletics; Jerry Thole, who wish to exchange letters with
athletics; Fred Reid, riding; Rob- students studying in the Soviet
ert Conway, swimming; William Union.
All letters should be addressed
Scanlon, swimming; Richard
Stuhlmueller, nature dept; Rob- to the Student Division of the
ert Schildmeyer, nature dept; National Council of AmericanJames Hammacher, handicraft; Soviet Friendship, 114 East 32nd
Jerry Fagel, handicraft and med- St., New York, 16, N. Y. They will
ical depts; Richard Spraul, post forward the mail to the Soviet
office clerk; John G. Hooley, Union. Students who wish to correspond with an engineer, medscout work.
Counsellors in training will in- ical student, etc., should state so
clude E. James Roche, St. Xavier on their envelopes.
The committee hopes that this
high school graduate, Peter C.
Wilton, and Francis Frey, XU correspondence will lead to infreshmen. Other staff members creased understanding and friendare students and graduates from ship between American and SovNoter Dame universitY, Dayton iet students.

John R. Berger, commanding
officer of Xavier's Pershing Rifles
unit, announced recently that 15
Gudets have been selected from
a much larger group for pledge
training in this honorary military
fraternity. These men are being
trained over a period of approximately six weeks with two training periods per week., The prospective PR member is schooled
in all phases of foot and rifle
drill including standard as well
as Marine and Queen Ann's manuals of exhibition drill.
In a shoulder to shoulder rifle
match against the University of
Cincinnati last Saturday, the Xperts of the Xavier rifle team
out-pointed the marksmen of UC.
Xavier scored 881 points to Cincinnati's 876. The midpoint of the
contest found the teams locked in
a tie each having compiled the
score of 476 points. In the final
positions, Xavier forged ahead to
win. High scorer of the event was
Bob Franz, XU Rifle Club president, with 184 points.

Trustees of the Dads Club have
called a meeting to plan the
Father and Son night. Tentatively,
the program has been arranged
for either late this month or
sometime following the Lenten
season, Rev. Lester Linz, S.J.,
Dads Club moderator, said this
week.
Fr. Linz, in commenting on the
program, said the after Easter
1peeting would seem more appropriate as caterers would find
it easier to prepare adequate refreshments.

Elet Hall Purchases
Su1>plies Through Gifts
Voluntary collections given at
Sunday Mass in the Elet Hall
chapel during last year have been
large enough to purchase supplies
for the chapel including; missals
for use at Mass, cassocks for altar boys, kneeling pads, and books
on Our Lady of Fatima, according
to the Rev. Raymond L. Mooney,
S.J., dean of Men and Director
of Student Housing.
Although it has been explained
to the students, Fr. Mooney said,
that the collections are purely on
a voluntary basis, they say it
makes them "feel more at home."

Wherever You Go
Travel Refreshed

Soviet Students
Want Letter Trade
With Americans

March 1939.
Followers of the Masque Society were enlisted in the production of the Luenen Passion university, Iowa S~ate, University
Play which was to be given at of Cincinnati and John Carroll
the Cox Theatre in downtown university.
Cincinnati.
Elet Hall was the living quarters for 92 students in 1939. Today it houses 148.

FATHER SON NIGHT
PLANS TENTATIVE

Hogan Named Host
Of Mermaicl Tavern
(Continued from Page 1)
student enrollment.
Those partcipating in the election of Hogan, which was almost
unanimous, were Daniel Brown,
John -Liebold, Robert Dauer,
William Splain, ThoJ!laS Hanna,
Charles Lang, Len Matazewski,
Paul Bleumle, Gene Mahaney,
Leo Breslin, Al Moser, Fred Newbill, and Herman Zimmerman.
Absent was Jim Ryan, former
drawer and recorder of events.

Ask /or it either way ••• 6otli
trade-marks mean the s~me thing.
IOnLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA·COLA COMPANY IY

THE

COCA-COL~ BOTTLING

WORKS COMPANY
@ 1949, The Coco.Colo <:ompofty

Raincoats
Umbrefias
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

·================
Too Important To Forget ~
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an. essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 6480
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BLUE FIVE COMPILES
FAIR SEASON RECORD

XAVIER SPORTSBaseball
Drill Soon

By Jude Bil•
Everyone expected great things from the Musketeer basketball squad this season and, though their 15 won, nine lost
record belies their true calibre, the Xavier quintet did not
let the expecters down: they did great things.
Ably coached by Lew Hirt and led, inspirationally and
in scoring, by Captain Malcolm McMullen, the Blue, after a
sluggish start, which saw them
losing four of their first seven
games, were "up" for all the important contests and, at one time,
they were perched on a juicy
15th-in-the-nation rating. Had
consistency been part of their
makeup an even better record
would stand to be gloated ov.er.
The season's opener on Dec. 4
was a routine warm up, X dumping Cedarville _67-29. Next came
Indiana, a chunk too big to chew
so early in the season, · but no
shame came from the 63-55 loss.
Georgetown was bowled over
easily in a charity benefit game
at Paris, Ky., and Western Ontario proved no match for the
Hirtmen at the Fieldhouse on
Dec. 20.
Eastern Tour
New Year's Day, Coach Harold
Anderson's Bowling Green Falcons fast broke the Blue five
dizzy and routed the Musketeers
65-53 with a second period scoring splurge.
Lew Hirt's men then jockeyed
east for two games Jan. 4 and 5,
where a humid, underdog, Loyola of Baltimore cashed in heavily
on charity throws and scuttled
the Muskies 74-72 in a wild
scoring fray. Seton Hall made the
trip a complete failure the following night by clipping X 60-51.
Hanover and Miami were handy
tuneup wins for the Jan. 15 clash
with Louisville. A rank miss by
an official on an obvious hacking
of Art Morthorst in the closing
seconds sent the game into overtime and cost X the ball game,
as the Cardinal long shot artists,
with a second life, fired and hit
in the extra session and sent the
Musketeers home with a disheartening 64-57 defeat.
UC-X Fanfare
Bad luck seemed to hit in
spurts and X totally outplayed
Bowling Green Feb. l on their
floor, but nevertheless, succumbed 59-55. Xavier pumped in eight
more field goals but only received
13 foul shots while the Falcons
were converting\ 27 of 33 "free"
tosses.
Four days of press ballyhoo
preceeded the annual UC clash
Feb. 5 at the Fieldhouse. What
happened w'i\s that for the second time in the school term the
x faithful padded their wallets
as the basketball squad followed
up the football win with a lovely
71 to 64 victory over John Wiethe
and his crosstown five. Mal McMullen duplicated his last season's fine performance and was
X's top point maker with 16 tallies. Coach Hirt called on Bill
Hoffer when the griddle was hottest, and "Tricky Willie" oiled the
scoring wheels to perfection,
squeezing in an 11 point second
half.
Blackbirds Bounced
The famed Claire Bee and his
Long Island Blackbirds stopped
off at the , Xavier den Feb. 8,
fresh from giving the St. Louis
Billikens a heart shaking scare,
but Don Ruberg and his set
shooting warped their zone out
of shape and after that Bill Cady
poured in some well aimed shots
to give X a 75-51 victory.
Toledo was a 47-44 loser Feb.
11 and this very close triumph
made it five straight home successes. The Kentucky game at
Lexington followed and the na-

By Jim Ru/eld

Chick Boxwell, Xavier forward, lays one up in the Kentucky
game at Cincinnati Gardens. Mal McMullen (13) stands by for a
Photo B11 Kelle1'
possible rebound.

XAVIER BEATS FLYERS,
SCARE BARON'S BOYS
McMULLEN SINKS 14
IN SEASON FINALE
One victory strike and an "almost" were added to the season's
tally sheet as the Musketeers
wound up their schedule with a
close 49-44 shave with Dayton
and a nea1· hit before sinking to
Kentucky 51-40.
The victory over Dayton was
expected to be routine, but the
Flyers ruined "Al Stephan Night"
and Malcolm McMullen's last appearance by clinging close and
leading most of the way. They
held a 26-24 halftime lead and
with 14 minutes left they had
made it even gloomier with a
seven point spread.
Xavier Surprised

x

finally began dropping shots
and, with McMullen showing the
tion's top raters had the X men's
shoes smoking trying to keep up
with their racehorse, roaring, offense. The Wildcats accumulated
a blazing 96 points while the befuddled Blue totaled 50.
Dayton, John Carroll, Toledo,
Miami and Marshall, then came
into the spotlight as an unmindful schedule maker raced the
Musketeers into five games in
a seven day madhouse. Surprisingly, the Blue were equal to the
task and lost only the return tilt
to Toledo while breezing wearily
through the other four.
Xavier Surprises
Feb. 24 in the Cincy Garden
X forgot their aching arches and,
with a day's rest after those five
quick encounters, piled headlong
into the Kentucky Wildcats again.
This time they came within a
whisper of becoming the sports
writers' "meow" as they checked
and double checked the vaunted
Rupp Rifles for 36 minutes. The
C.ats broke through in the final
four minutes, however, and skipped under the wire with 51-40
victory.
The season was rounded out
last Sunday as the Musketeers
staged a sceond half comeback
(Continued on Pase IS)

way, the Muskies swept into the
lead with five minutes left and
they retained that edge until the
gun.
Capt. McMullen bowed out in
fine fashion and netted 14 tallies,
Bob Flynn hustled in 19 to pace
the Flyers.
A hepped up crew of Hirtmen
nearly knocked the underpinnings from the Rupp Wildcats'
No. 1 rating, Feb. 24, and had
someone called a halt with four
minutes left the X-men would
have been the talk of the sports
world, but unsung Cliff Barker
rushed in a few crucial tallies in
the waning minutes and weary
Adolph led his boys to the locker
room with another win added to
his skein.
All Seven Star
Thirteen thousand went wild in
the new Cincy Garden as X played on even terms with the re,;
nowned collection of All-Americans until the closing seconds and
Mal McMullen and Bill Cady
continuously stole the thunder
from Groza, Jones, Be a rd and
company. Easily their best performance of the season the Musketeers were able to stay on even
terms because of McMullen's
handling of Groza and Cady's 17
markers.
These two rated the headlines,
but the entire seven men that
saw. action deserve raves because
of the exceptional team performance.

Seven Weeks Set
For Grid Practice
Spring football drill will extend over a period of seven
weeks, Robert J. Coates, athletic
publicity d i rector, announced
early this week. Like last year,
this session, the second annual
spring football practice, will be
terminated with the annual intrasquad game on or about April 22.
In 'last Spring's intra-squad
tussle, line Coach Bill Feldhaus'
White team whitewashed mentor
Ed Kluska's Blue squad, 14-0.

With the coming of spring a
few weeks off, the smelfof needsfoot oil and linament prevails
around the Fieldhouse. Summertime athletes, after resting all
winter, begin to acquire that certain feeling that makes them dig
out their gloves from the attic
and their spikes from the basement to get them cleaned up for
the first workout.
Already some of the prospects
have been doing exercises on the
tramboline and the crossbars to
get in shape for the opening day
of practice on March 14. Members of the Royal Amber and
Chesterfield Clubs have been advised by Ned Wulk to start cutting down on their extracurricular activities off the campus
grounds and to make an earnest
effort to get in shape before he
takes over with the organized
drills that will either put men in
shape or in the hospital.
Running, running and more
running seems to be the plan for
the days previous to the 14th, for
without sound legs and strong
lungs, Coach Wulk believes that
a man cannot be of his greatest
value to the team.
The returning players, along
with Coach Wulk, sincerely hope
that they are not plagued with
green lumber in bats this year,
as was the case last season. The
batters were almost afraid ' to
swing at the ball because of what
was liable to happen even with
the grain up. If a bat did manage to ·hold up without splitting,
it would chip ·on the heavy end
and be ruled illegal as a club
more suited for cricket than baseball.
The baseball field, although it
survived the winter raiiis, wouldn't have been missed if it had
floated away down the Ohio
River. It is certain .that work will
be done to alleviate the Saharic
condition so noticeable last year,
and enable the school to field a
team that will be a credit to the
national pastim~

X avier Team Sets

New Hoop Marks;
Mac' Cady Sparkle
By Frank Sammerkamp
During their 1948-49 cage campaign, the Musketeers not only
established two new records but
averaged slightly more than 62
points per game for a total of
1485 points to their opponents
l301.
The Blue and White cagers garnered 15 victories in 24 attempts
and at one time during the season they were rated as 15th in the
nation. In team offense, the Xavier hoopsters have been installed
as fifth in the Midwest and 23rd
in the nation.
Xavier's play - maker, Bobby
Alston, has been named No. 2
free-thrower ii:t the nation as he
converted 52 charity tosses in 64
attempts, for a grand percentage
of .813.
Malcolm McMullen, only Musketeer stalwart to graduate this
year, broke the individual scoring record when he tallied 25
points in the John Carroll encounted at Cleveland. T}(e other
record shattered by the Hirtmen
this year was the Fieldhouse individual game score. This made
history on Jan. 10, as the Xavier
basketeers thumped Hanover col(Continued on pate&)

Tilton Issues
Early Call For
Track Hopefuls
Meeting Set For Mar. 8,
Twelve Lettermen Back
By Jack Schroeder
Spring is on its way, and with
it comes the call for all trackmen
to start limbering up for the
coming season. Ray Tilton, Xavier track coach, has aske~ that
all, who have any desire to become members of the track team,
go to the fieldhouse and begin
conditioning exercises so that
there w i 11 be fewer pulled
muscles when the first practice
session rolls around.
Next Tuesday, March 8, the
first meeting will be held to discuss the matters of importance
that always present themselves
at the beginning of every campaign. No definite date has been
set for the first practice, but, if
weather permits, it will probably
be within the next week or two.
Students Bark!
Coach Tilton wants all students
to realize that the call for athletes does not include only the
veterans of last year's team. Anyone who has any ability at all is
asked to report. Tilton says that
many of the men who were track
stars in high school never even
show up for the first meeting,
and thus the strength of the team
is ·cut down. This year he hopes
things will change, and that all
who have any track savvy will
be out for the team when the
season opens.
Some of the stalwarts of last
year's team, whom Tilton hopes
will have to fight hard for their
positions this season, are cindermen, John Spinenweber, dash
man; Don Steltenkamp, hurdler;
and "Long John" Lugers, half
miler.
In The Field
Jim Marek and Joe Vohrmor
will probably share the shot
putting duties again this year for
the Blue and White. Discus heaver Joe Hess: and Bill Hess, his
pole vaulting brother, will be
back for another year of competition. Ben Allen, who divides
his time between the dashes and
the broad jump, will also return
to round out the loss of lettermen in the field events.
Although the track is not in
the best of shape, to say the least,
it is hoped by all concerned that
it will be remodelled before the
season is very old.
.
Schedule Set
\Thus far the schedule of meets
is not complete, but it is certain
that Xavier will meet Louisville,
Dayton and U. C. Wilmington and
Capital will be met, but dates for
these encounters have not been
decided. One other meet, with an
opponent not yet selected, will be
held.
Louisville
1'1aJ' 10
there
U. C.
1'1aJ' lt
there
Dayton
. 1'1a:y 20
there
Wllmln1ton
Date pencllns
Capital
Date pencllnr

BASKETBALL DINNER
AT ALMS MARCH 15
Xavier will honor its 1948-49
basketball team with the annual
basketball banquet March 15, at
the Hotel Alms. Coach Hirt and
the members of the team will be
the honored guest..
Bob Otto, Xaxier alumnus and
local news commentator, will be
the toastmaster. The pest 1peaker has not been announced.
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TURTLES Scoring
McMullen Leads
Parade
THAT CAPTURE IM .CROWN and(:~:~"'~:~ !'°:.!':a:••!~••

~~~~~,,·~LOUISVILLE

.Joe Meyer, Jr.'s

TH Is

_

'n'

·

~~"~~~~~~~
After the last Kentucky game, most Musketeer supporters were
willing to agree with Jim Keefe, who last week called this a suecessful hoop campaign. The brilliant hoop showing of the Hirtmen
against the Wildcats, and their defeat of the crosstown Bearcats,
are two very bright spots on the most recent record.

• • • • •

.,

Ed Kloska, strategist par excellent and wizard of the mechanics
of football, has already begun his spring drills. Great things are
expected from brother Ed next season in view of the healthy nucleus left over from the last squad, the eighteen men taken from the
greatest frosh aggregation in Xavier history, and the new recruits
garnered from sundry hamlets.
• • • • •
Bill Feldhaus, who was rumored to have been under consideration for the Miami job, bµt who· really likes it here and, so he told
us, would prefer to stay at this university for the rest of his career,
is wasting away to a shadowy 265: Wee Willie, one of the better
line mentors in the nation, will not surprise anyone if he develops
a line for next season's edition of the football team that will put the
Seven Rocks of Granite .to shame.

* * • • *
The most outstanding sophomore to play for Xavier in the '4~
football season will be one Tito Carinci, whom we now nominate
for All Ohio, All American and All Everything. If Tito plays as well
for the varsity as he did for the freshmen nothing will get through
the Blue defense other than a few gusts of the f.all breeze.

• • • • •

Another good man up from the frosh is ''Bernie Roeckers, 165
pounds of perpetual motion. Of the seven "new" men Kluska has
called to the practice sessions, we are betting on Cliff Wilkie, transfer student, to be the most outstanding.

• • • • •

Some time ago Ed Kloska told us that he was working on a new
offensive system, so don't look schocked if the Kluska T fades into
·a Z or an A, mixed with a bit of single wing and· a dash of shifting.

• • • • •

Ned Wulk, speaking in regard to his baseball team, has let it
be known that he is primarily interested in hitters. When he told us
this we were reluctant to tell him that the team's '48 batting average was a puny .238. Ned is bearing up under the blow and eagerly
searching for some· .300 hitters. Good sluggers that make the grade
from college, which is considered Class C or weak Class B by the
pros, to the big time usually hit in the .400 circle.

• • • • •

The trouble with the Blue slugging last year was that too many
members of the team were trying to be fence busters-even in batting
practice. Small built men don't ordinarily hit many home runs and
it is a bit discouraging to see small but otherwise good ball players
trying for a fence that even Dick Held has trouble hitting.

• • • • •

Only three men were consistent hitters last season-Paul Dieters,
Dick Hillman and Bob Lisicky-while only one other found himself
in the last half of the schedule, and that was Held. Of the three,
only Hillman played every game. Hiatt started the season with
Baldy Ellert at third, but moved Lisicky in five games later. Dieters
was out the first eight games with a bum ankle. Hillman, a good
hitter, played second base, but was the poorest fielder on the team,
due partially to the sand pit that the keystone guardian must play in.

• • • • •

A double play involving the shortstop and second baseman is
always good for a laugh when it is attempted on the Xavier diamond. Whichever player fields the batted ball also scoops up a
mitt full of sand. Then the fun begins. The man covering second
base must watch the other man carefully in order to see if, a) he can
find the ball in his sand-filled glove, and b) how much sand he will
have to duck to complete the play. Dick Hillman used to stick out
his glove and face center field with a hopeful expression. Needless
to say few double plays have been performed ·on the Xavier field,
which, twenty years ago, was better than the Reds' home grounds.

• • • • •

The time has come once more to congratulate Al Stephan. This
time the plaudits are due him because of bis student seating arransement for home basketball games. Not only has he made the
students happier, but he has, because he could accurately estimate
. their attending number, made more reserved seats available to the
seneral public, which really supports Xavier athletics.

Feldhalts Asks All Stephan Honored
IM Hoop Managers At Dayton Game
To Attend Meeting By Varsity X Club
There will be a meeting. of all
intramural basketball team representatives in Bill Feldhaus' athletic. office in the Fieldhouse
Monday evening, March 7. Feldhaus asks that any men wishing
to enter a team in some future
activity also attend the meeting.
A discussion of coming student
sports events will highlight the
program, which will be as brief
as possible. The meeting will be
of great importance to intramural activities, as it will serve
as an outline for the furthering
of student athletic competition.

Albert A. Stephan, genial director of athletics, was honored
at halftime ceremonies during the
Xavier-Dayton game. ·Stephan,
who completed one year as guider
of the school's athletic destinies,
was presented with a monogram
blanket from the Varsity "X"
Club. The presentation was made
by Robert Conway, president of
that organization.
·The young athletic director also
received a crying towel, one-halt
dozen eggs, and a combination
pencil-lighter from Jimmy Miner,
veteran sports writer for the Post.

By Ray Sullivan
"The Louisville Turtles" walked off with Xavier's int
l h
. h. l
S d
. h b d f
ramura c ampions ip ast un ay mg t Y e eating the
"Twinkle Toes" 41-34. The Turtles, playing their best ball of
the season, started off rather slowly and then unveiled a fast
break that had the Twinks mystified. Time after time the
Louisvillites raced up the court for two points.

The Twinks offense was working superbly in the first half and,
at the intermission, when the
score was knotted at 19 all, it
looked like anybody's ballgame.
Before the Twinks became adjusted to their new basket the
Turtles ·pulled away to a substantial lead. At this point, just
when things looked darkest for
the TT squad, Weaver and Zeverink hit for four quick buckets
and the Twinks were back in the
ballgame. Then Philips, Louisville's set shot artist, went into
action, putting the Falls City
boys into a lead they never relinquished.
Philips led the scoring for the
Turtles with twelve points, followed by Scully and Kelton with
nine and eight respectively.
The champions advanced to the
f i n a l s by defeating Barracks
Fourteen in quarter finals, 34-26,
and by beating Elet II 27-18.
O'Dea was outstanding for the
Turtles in the Barracks game as
he hit the next for 17 points.
Sieler led the losers with 12
points. Scully's 13 was high in
the Elet game.
The Twinks, who drew a bye
in the quarter finals, whipped
Barracks Eight, 37-36, in the semi
windup. Ziverink led the scoring
for the Twinks with nine, but
Saunier of Eight stole the show
by zipping 23 markers through,
the hoop.

over Dayton. Capt. McMullen
staged his final showing in the
Blue and White silks and made
it 605 points over a two year span
as he pumped in 14 points.
That completes the snap back
of the 48-'49 season. Team play
was placed ahead of individual
performance and was the big factor in the important wins.
Mal McMullen was the big
spark in many games and took
le S
tll le
team scoring laurels with 291
Much has been said of the poor points.
condition of Xavier's track and
Bob Alston played great ball
the baseball diamond. At present, throughout the schedule and holds
officials of the University are ac- second spot in the national foul
cepting estimates for a resurfac- conversion race.
ing program to put the two
Bill Cady was a pleasant addi"battle grounds" in shape.
dition to Lew Hirt's five and
They are also contemplating gives promise of making some
replacing the unmanageable clay new entries in the scoring record.
of the tennis courts with some book with two years left to throw
harder and more lasting mater- that pivot shot through.
ial to withstand the abuse it reJim Kartholl was again "Mr.
ceives from the various types of Set Shot" and, in the close ones,
shoes. However, nothing as yet Jim's long range shooting was
has been decided, except that helpful. Both Chick Boxwell and
there will be a tennis team, and Art Morthorst contributed much
said team will play somewhere to the team's success, while Bill
in the neighborhood of 14 Hoffer, Bob Dean 'and Don Rumatches.
berg were the clutch men.
---------------------------

Res1trfacing Of
F • ld S d. d

Mahley & tarew
Store Hours: I 0 O'Clock to 5:30 P. M.
Every Day of the Week

Toltrnaments A.re
Listed In IM Plans
All you intramural athletes
had better start getting in shape
for the coming tournaments. Mr.
William Feldhaus has announced
that volley ball playoffs will get
under way on Wednesday, March
16. Drawings will be made to determine opponents in the championship games.
Things are not quite so well
organized for the table tennis
tournament as yet, but Feldhaus
hopes to have the playoffs in full
swing by the middle of n e x t
week.
Too few entrants have been received to make the competition
in this tournament really interesting, so consequently, anyone
who wishes to make his bid for
the intra-school title may see Mr.
Feldhaus.

SCORING MARKS
FALL; MAC HIGH
(Continued from Page 4)
lege, 84 to 42.
Individual scoring honors were
bestowed upon Captain Malcolm
McMullen, who scored 291 points
this season to hoist his scoring
total at Xavier to 605. and sophomore Bill Cady who collected
264 markers in his first year of
varsity competition.
The following is a complete
scoring summary for the 1948-49
season:
FA
95
75
69
64
71
31
30
13
19
9
1
O
1
16
39
584 51M
OPPONENTS 516 508
•No longer on squad •

McMullen
Cady
Morthorst
Alston
Boxwell
Kartholl
Hoffer
Ru berg
Dean
Steenken
Frey
Walther·
•Others
XAVIER

../

FG
117
110
78
64
62
68
25
26
11
8
1

FM
57

44
41

52
47
18

16
8
13
0
0

1
20
317
329

PF
80
35
49
60
50
49

21
19
8
2
1
0

TP

291

264

197
180

.i

I

SALE!
Huel& l&fgl&er prieed

Wool n·ed Socks
Shorfy Style_
Long Style_

75e

I .•

The drawstring at the top ties ... to hold them
securely while you sleep. There's comfort untold in chilly weather for the woman who wears
bed socks to keep her feet warm. Choose them
for a Valentine gift for that invalid on your list.

171
154
68

60
34

23

12
2
1
52

398

1485

410

1301

Long style in white, pink, or blue.
Shorty style in pink, blue, or orchid.
Mail and Phone Orders Filled ••• CH 74100
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Jesuit Fathers Spin Colorful
Yarns Of Foreign Missions

Jazz Again, Masque And Red Cross. • •

On Campus To Solicit
For Mission Magazine
By Gene Driscoll

sions cover 2,756,479 square
miles which includes 53,321,486
souls, of whom 1,100,000 are
Catholic-less than one of every
50 and only one Catholic for
every two square miles-graphic
demonstration of the need and
the opportunity for deepening
your own faith through interest
in the support of Jesuit Missions.

What's your interest-Alaskan
tundras, I n d i a n reservations,
Caribbean towns or May a n
swamps; tales from the Tigris,
Ganges, Damedar or Yangtze
Rivers; the jungles of Ceylon, the
barrios of Mindanao, the atoll of
"Sensational Trel,ltment"
Truk, or reefs· on Kwajalein?
In
America to date the magaIn the past few days Rev. Edward T. Wiatrak, S.J., Rev. An- zine's representativse have conthony G. Schirmann, S.J., and tactd many Catholic universities
the Rev. Robert P. Phalen, and high schools and never have
they failed to enscribe at least
25% of each institution's enrollEXTEND THANKS
ment upon their subscription list.
Through the XU News, Fr. The reception extended the trio
Wiatrak and his staff wish to of Jesuits at Xavier and in every
express their gratitude for the other place visited has been nothcooperation shown them by the ing short of sensational, they emfaculty and student body of Xa- phasize, and the attention of stuvier. Special gratitude was al· dents to their addresses has at
so expressed to Rev. Celestin times completely overwhelmed
J. Steiner, university president; them.
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, dean,
Frs. Wiatrak, Phalen and
and Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, Schirmann will be on the univerEvening College dean, f o r sity campus until Friday, so if
making their appeal at Xavier you haven't already, please conpossible.
sider subscribing to this eyeopening magazine.

By ..41 Mo1er

715 X Students
Get Chest X-Rays
Seven hundred fifteen students
from Xavier University were
among some 7,000 students of·
colleges and high schools in the
Hamilton County area during
February who were. given chest
X-rays by the local chapter of
the Anti - Tuberculosis Association.
Results of the examinations,
obligatory for all seniors and
freshmen at Xavier, were checked by physicians and made known
to the students two weeks after
X-rays were taken.

All the Cincy Jacks and Janes that like Jive and Jazz will have
their day again this we~k. Norman Granz is returning to Taft Saturday night with his "Jazz at the Philharmonic." Billed as ,the feature attraction is Ella Fitzgerald, which makes practically nobody
unhappy; but it's awfully hard to bill anyone above good old Flip
Phillips and Coleman Hawkins. Some of the others in the Granz
aggregation are Sonny Criss, Tommy Turk, Shelly Manne, Fats
Navarro and Ray Brown. Granz generally comes off with the tops
I
in Jazz Masters. We've seen just about all of them since early 1946
0 ir
and haven't seen many people go away disappointed.
(Continued from Page 1)
Free Entertainment
affair are making rapid progress.
Here's an entertainment tip I sippi to Munich, from Oklahoma
The repertoire perfected by the
to Okinawa; and always someshould have passed on long ago,
Clef
Club is sufficient to permit
but haven't had the space. For where along the line, and after
the
presentation
of widely varied
you got there, were a couple of
the college man to whom bucks
programs. The selections chosen
gals in Red Cross uniforms handare as scarce as "B's", news of a
1
by Mr. Franklin Bens, director of
chance for some FREE entertain- ing out doughnuts and coffee, or
of the club, include such numorange
juice,
or-wonder
of
all
ment is generally pretty welcome.
hers as the Whiffenpoof Song,
The Cincinnati Art Museum, one wonders-after the first few steps
Battle Hymn of the Republic, Dry
back
in
the
US
to
see
bottles
and
of the most progressive museums
Bones, Sigmund Romberg's Riff
in the nation, offers free movies bottles of ice cold, genuine cow's
Song, and other widely known
every Tuesday night at eight milk-not dehydrated!
and loved choral compositions. A
o'clock. And they're not "art''
The Red Cross is still taking
fine .array of solo talent is feamovies. They're mostly revivals care of the GI guys, in and out
tured in all. concerts.
of pictures which chalked up big of uniform. I know, from personal
observation,
that
there
have
been
S.J., have been at Xavier to di- : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
box-office records when they
were first released, and interest- very few shows or athletic events rect student interest to these and
....
ing pictures which aren't gener- of any sort in Cincinnati at which and many other facts that have
been mired in our subconscious
there
weren't
a
dozen
or
so
vets
ally shown in commercial theatres. A few weeks ago they from the Ft. Thomas hospital for many a moon.
showed "Desert Victory," a Brit- who were brought there and
Armchair Reports
ish documentary film of the whose admissions' were arranged
More specifically, they are here
Store hours - Monday 12:30 to 9:00
North African campaign. It con- through the Red Cross. And I also to offer us the foremost armunderstand that the Red Cross
chair monthly reports from Jesuit
Tuesday ~ouqh Saturday 9:30 to 5:45
d f
th
bl
f
tains some of the best combat
·
·
.
d N
care
or
e pro ems o some missionaries, the "Jesuit Missions"
t th
d th
c· ·
action pictures ever fr 1me . ext t
Tuesday, March 8, the picture will w~n Y
ous~n
er
mc10- magazine. As Fr. Wiatrak exbe "Rhythm of the Nation," with natl veterans 10 ~he past year.
plains, "By means of our publi·
music by Verdi, played by the
These recollections ~re passed cation we are attempting to make
NBC symph ony oreh es t ra. If along
. . for what they re worth. the already well-travelled univer·t
I'll
.
·
th
This
·
space perm1 s,
g1ye 10
e know.1s Red Cross month, you sity student aware of the worldcolumn each week, the name of
wide need for missions and misthe picture being shown the folsionaries by explaining to him
lowing week. And don't forget,
why we should have missionaries
it's free!
in all the far reaches of the Atlantic and Pacific."
The Red Cross Again
In 1927 the Father-General in
The announcement that the
Xavier students will have an
Masque Society was going to opportunity to participate in a Rome commissioned the Society
Fort Thomas to do the last act program called "Operation 66" at of Jesus in the eight provinces in
/
of "Mary of Scotland" for the the Cincinnati Catholic Colleges America to publish a magazine
vets there, struck a familiar note Family Relations Club meeting at explaining the how and why of
with many of the vets among us, 7: 45 p.m. next Monday at the foreign and domestic missions.
Since that time the total number
w h e n it continued: arranged Evening College.
through the Red Cross. Those
Alice Mitchell and Peggy Bart- of Jesuits has increased steadily
words recalled trips from Missis- lett of OLC ancf Charles Deters until now, 408 years after their
of Villa Madonna college will be founding, of the 29,333 Jesuits in
leaders in the program. Purpose the world, 4452 are in foreign
of the club is to stimulate devel- and 863 in American mission
opment of proper attitudes to- service.
ward
marriage among the stuEnor'1ous Foreign Fields
Mr. Carter Jones, manager of
dents
and
in the community.
the Cincinnati office of the
The magazine has made these
Students from the Evanston facts known and is thus fulfilling
Charles R. Hadley Publishing
Company, will give a demonstra- Campus and the Evening Col- its purpose of creating the proted lecture on "Modern Account- lege and their friends may attend per attitude toward missions in
ing Systems and Forms" at the the meeting.
America.
weekly meeting of the Accounting
To show something of their
Society, Tuesday, Mar. 8, at 8 p.m. New Philopedian
scope of operations we may only
in South Hall. Mr. Jones has
compare it with what we already
given similar lectures to classes Moderator Appointed
know. If you took all of the area
at Northwestern university.
Professor Phillip Sharper of the covered by the Jesuit foreign
Society President, Ray Leisner, English Dept. has recently been missions it would almost fit into
said since some of the accounting appointed to act as moderator of the United States. In other
instructors have integrated the the Xavier Debating Club in the words, the Jesuit foreign missubjects discussed at the meetings absence of Mr. Victor Dial, for:!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111);
with the regular. class work, in- mer moderator.
terest in the meetings has inMr. Dial, Masque Society di- §
§
creased sharply.
rector, has withdrawn from his !
!
position with the debaters, to give §
NEW
§
Magazine Invites
more time to the Society's latest !
5
CASHMERE SWEATERS. Full fashioned of 100% importproduction, Song of Bernadette. =-§=:
ENGLAND
-§:-==
ed cashmere, a natural for classes. Blue,
Student Manuscripts
maroon, natural, green. Sizes 38-46 . . . . .
•
Editors of the intercollegiate
HAT
literary magazine, Compass Re- •
:
:
view, have issued a call for stu- •
RECORDS
MANUFACTURING
GABARDINE SPORT SHmTS. Long sleeve rayon gabardent-written material from Xa- •
5
5
dine shirts launder perfectly. Also with divier.
SHEET MUSIC
COMPANY
agonal zipper 10 co~ors. Sizes S. M. L. . . . . .
•
·
Compass is a student publicaGREETING CARDS
tion whose object is to develop
GABARDINE SLACKS. Made of 100 % wool in the right
young writers and bring their •
weight for spring. Saddle ,stitching. Tan,
5 118 East Sixth Street 5
names before the commercial
blue,
or brown. Sizes 29 to 42 waist. . . . . .
•
publishers. The next issue is set
Cincinnati, Ohio
to appear March 7. All manu- •
34-36 E. Fifth St.
CONRAD rOCH'J', Sr.,
scripts to the publication are to •
SbUllto•a MEN'S SPORTSWEAR, Balcony, Center
Proprietor
be sent to 51 W. 4th St., New •
York.
~~~W>di~_..~...~><&cai.a. 511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111F. .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....
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EVE. COLLEGE PEEK

Mass To Terminate
Vetarcus Drive
The Vetarcus Club, a CSMC
unit, will terminate their drive
for new members Sunday, Mar. 6,
with the group attending 10
o'clock Mass and receiving Holy
Communion at St. Louis church.
A breakfast and meeting will
follow at which will be discussed
plans for a card party to be held
sometime after Easter for the
benefi_t of the missions.
All persons interested in joining and continuing their Catholic
Action work are requested to attend the Mass and meeting this
Sunday.

Discussion Club
Slates Meeting
The next meeting of the newly
organized Discussion Club will be
held Monday, Mar. 14, immediately after the last class, according to Dean Victor B. Nieporte,
S.J., moderator.
The club offers to the students
an opportunity to engage in
worthwhile discussions on toaics
of current interest, under the
leadership of an able moderator.

Swim? EC Club Issues
Call In Two Divisions
A plea from the Evening College office has been issued to all
swimmers to join either the men's
or women's division of the Swimming Club. Beginners, as well as
advanced swimmers, are asked to
attend the weekly meets at the
Friars Club.

Thursday, Mar. 3-Choral Club,
Downtown College, F i rs t
Floor Lounge, Men-'7:30 p.m.,
Girls-8:20 p.m.
Swimming, Friars club, 6:00
p.m.
Sunday, Mar. 6-Vetarcus Club
attendance at Mass and meeting, St. Louis church, 10:00
a.m.
Horseback Rid in g, Rolling
Hills, Cold Springs, Ky.
Monday, Mar. '7-Swimming,
Friars club, 6:00 p.m.
.
Tuesday, Mar. 8-Accounting
Society meeting, South Hall,
Evanston Campus, 8:00 p.m.
Bowling, Evanston Campus
alleys, 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Mar. 9-Bowling,
Evanston Campus alleys, 8:30
p.m.

Gallivantin'
By Julie Geck•
At the Card Party and Dance
last Sunday night, we saw sitting
at various tables: Eileen Dowell
and Bob Ostholthoff; Rosemary
Bomkamp and Tom Beishel; Jim
and Eileen Siciliano; Bob and
Ginny Duffy; Laverne Klug and
John Knochelman; Alice Mary
Rolfes and Mike Murphy; Jayne
Boitel and Jack Santen; u·arry
and B e r n i c e . Roedersheimer;
Jeanne Dossman and Jack Morris;
Rosemary Mueller and Jim Dugan
.... Eating pepperoni and crackers were Betty Bunker, Dan Bondick, Joanne O'Connell and Lou
Bunning • • . • Eating cake and
drinking coffee with Fr. Hetherington were Walt Behler, Kate
Luskey, and Russ Weiler . . .
Playing cards: Kay Mossman and
Carl Grome; George and Jeanne
Mittendorf . . . Too bad the orchestra didn't play "Xavier For
Aye" at the Grand March. (And
after Esther Spaeth went to the
trouble of writing out the melody
for them). Instead, they played
"On Wisconsin", and Notre
Dame's "Victory March".
"Congratulations", Jeanne Bolman and George Grear Millitzer
who were married at Guardian
Angel parish, F e b. 26 . . • Mr.
Castellini's Publicity class looked
over WLW's television studio.
Tony DeLuca looked over the
Power's models that were at the
studio·;· .... At The Cincinnati
Garden for the X. U.-U. K. game,
Thelma Dinsmore and Pat D'Agnillo; Jeanne and Johnny Ryan.

Choral Club Will
Sing In Bellarn1ine
A Mass is to sung by the
Evening College Choral Club at
Bellarmine Chapel, Sunday, Mar.
27.
Plans are progressing for a radio broadcast by the club before
the date of the Spring concert,
the highlight of the club's program.
Members are reminded to attend the practice meetings for the
remainder of the semester, as
preparations are being made for
uniforms to be tailored for the
club members.
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The Dru1 Store closest to
Xavier Unlvenlt7

The Abe Baumring
Pharmacy
EVANSTON

Looseiy woven, FINE BASKET-WEAVE 0 X F 0 RD
CLOTH SH IRTS w 1th t h.e
sensational n e w HIGH-WIDE
COLLAR.
Soft casual roll to fit perfectly
in. 3 EXCITING collar styles;
HIGH-WIDE BUTTONDOWN
HIGH-WIDE LONG ROLL
HIGH-WIDE EYELET AND PIN
White, Blue, Gray or· Tan.
Max's exclusive! An extraordinary s h i r t - an extraordinary
value!
'

Regular $4.95
Inventory
Clearance
•

$2 95
GABARDINE SPORT VEST
Another terrific new item that has
just arrived. A good-looking sport
vest that YOU will wear with slacks,
sport coats, or suits - and inexpen-

$2 95

sive
Navytoo!
B I u e, Maroon,
Mouse Grey, and Gold ·

English Dept. Head Serving
As Spelling Bee Judge
Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, head of
the English Department, is serving as one of the three judges for
the annual Cincinnati Post Spelling Bee.
The contest, now in progress, is
for primary school students in the
Cincinnati area.

.
\

•

"WHERE STYLES BEGIN"

Northeast Corner of Seventh~and
Central Avenue, Cincinnati, O.
Clip this ad it is worth $1 on any purchase of $5 or more.

IVE SMOKED CAMELS FOR A
NUMBER OF YEARS AND
I ~ HOW MILD CAMELS
ARE. I MADE THE MILDNESS
TE.ST A LONG TIME AGO!

L g's new
Listen to Johnny,,;;EET SUE,,
Signature Record,
•••and you'll knowl

XAVIER's FAVORITE
BARBER
JULIUS LOHR
3757 Montgomery Road
3 Blocks East of Campus

WELL, JOMNN'>; SINCE I TRIED
TME 30·DAY MILDNESS TEST, .
CAMELS ARE MY CIGARETTE,
TOO. CAMELS ARE SO MILD
-ANO
FULL. FLAVORED I

so

. htened the lyrics and
Johnny Long has b~ig brand new touch
set the bounce to giv.etea Yes' JobnnY
· e. favori · dancing
·
to an old -um
pleasure.
.
k
h'
music
for
your
pie s is
.
k' g pleasure, Joh nny
bis smo in
And ... for
I I As Johnny says
Long chooses Came s 'ldest and best tasting
"
it, "Camels are the mi
cigarette I've ever smoked.

~ ft\\LO ea~ aeigretl'e be?
MEL 30.DAY 1151

Maketh • CA
•••and you'll know I

0 day Camel Mildness Test.
Yes, make the 3 .
ild Camels are.
See for yourself hfohw ~reds of people who
I a recent test o un
d
n
l Camels for 30 ays,
smoked on Y
. l'sts after making
ted throat specia i ,
:ekly examinations, reported

NOi' ONI SINGLI CASI

OF THROAT IRRITATION

"'4$"~

v'll<me,y-SlaeA f!Jt«Uanlee!
Smoke Camels and ceSf chem in your own
"T·Zone." T for caste, T for throat. If, ac
any time, you are noc convinced that Camels
are che mildest cigareue you e\•er smoked,
return che package wi1h che unused Camels
and·we will refund its full purchase price,
plus poSlage. (Sig11ed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Win1ton·Salem, N. C.

'

•
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MASQUE SOCIETY'S 'BERNADETIE'
TOPS GROUP'S 25th ANNIVERSARY
Writer Reviews Dramatic
Organization's History
By Loida Bunning
As Victor L. Dial and his energetic group of thespians work
on their ,spring production, Song
of Bernadette, they might well
pause in their toils and then move
on refreshed, instilled with the
spirit and ,enthusiasm that has
come down ·to them through the
25 years of their group's history.
For this year is the Silver Anniversary of the Masque Society,
25 years of theatrics that have
continually shown to students,
alumni, friends, and the general
populace, the Xavier way of life.
Back in February of 1924, at
St. Xavier College, a group of
serious minded young men, organized what is today the Masque
Society. Analogous to the Society's
growth to present day success is
the life history of its first president, John K. Mussio, now the
Rev. John K. Mussio, bishop of
Steubenville.

dents were preparing for a bigger show, each one playing a
leading role, and the Masque Society lived on in spirit only waiting _for the final curtain of World
War II to be rung down.
At the reins of the first organizational meeting was James P.
Glenn, and under his direction
the group's first effort was three
one-act plays presented at the St.
Xavier high school auditorium in
1947. The Valiant, If Men Played
Cards as Women Do and Rime
Does Not Pay inaugurated the
post war program.

Society Reactivated
During the 1947-48 school term
Charles Lammers and Thomas
Kane of radio station WLW assumed the directorship of the organization and offered The Terrible Meek, The Wedding and In
The Zone from the stage of Wilson Auditorium early in the fall.
Then in February, 1948, the
Masquers combined talents with
the entire Xavier family to present the spectacle, The Drama of
Outstanding Productions
The first presentation of the the United Nations. They comThree Arts Club, as it was known pleted the year with Emmett
then, was an operetta by Sir Ar- Laverie's Monsignor's Hour, from
thur Sullivan, Cox· and Box. It
was given at the Odeon of the
College of Music on March 1, 1924.
In 1925, the society, with the
Rev. John F. Walsh, S.J., as moderator, inaugurated a policy of
presenting three full length plays
a year. For three years, until 1928,
they presented the Passion Play
at the Emery Auditorium, a highlight of Cincinnati drama during
that time.
Outstanding productions during
this period included: The Mikado,
which the late Rev. Francis Finn,
S.J., noted author, helped to direct; Merchant of Venice; The
Royal Vagabond; Hamlet; Iolanthe; and Babes in Toyland.

the stage of South Hall in May.
With the arrival of Victor L.
Dial, as director, in the Fall of
'48, the Masque Society received
impetus, inspiration and guiding
hands that were soon to place it
in the theatrical limelight ii had
enjoyed in the past.--Completely
rejuvenating the South Ha 11
stage, the group presented the
first on - campus extended - run
production in its history.

. Please - may I make
a Suggestion!
The Purple Cow is the place to meet
When Xavier men want to treat
Each other or their girl friend fair
To food fit for a millionaire.

THE PURPLE COW
Fountain Square Hotel

Scotland received glowing praise - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - from all quarters and the group's
For
first full length production since
1942 was labelled HIT.
GOOD TASTE
Now the trying and tedious
GOOD HEALTH
process is in operation again. The
members are pointing to make
their forthcoming undertaking
worthy of their 25th anniversary.
They feel that with the spiritual
guidance of the Blessed Mother
and St. Genesius, their patron,
plus a confidence engendered by
their director, they will succeed
in making Song of Bernadette a
produc~ion worthy both. of their
All llldepencleld lllMe IHI .
25th anniversary and of the history contained therein.

MILK.

Feldhaus Takes Reins
Along with the market crash in
1929 came a curtailment of full
length productions at Xavier.
. ~After the players had trod the
boards with Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew in '29 no full
length plays were forthcoming
until 1934.
Then under the direction of
Louis Feldhaus, who is still a
member of the fa cu It y, the
Masquers again came to the fore.
This time in U.C.'s newly erected
Wilson Auditorium they presented
First Night. Under Feldhaus'
leadership the society grew in
stature among Cincinnati audiences with successful hits as
Three Wise Fools in '35 and The
First Legion in '36.
Irvin Beumer, now director of
Veterans affairs, made his debut
in The Racket, which was produced in '36 and followed with
two other successes in the succeeding years with his role in
Libel, a British law-court drama
in '39 and as Thomas a Becket in
the centennial quadricentennial
presentation of Murder in the
Cathedral in 1940.
Dormant During War
Feature productions of the society in 1941 and '42 were Father
Malachy's Miracle and Whistling
In The Dark.
The war brought about the disruption of many enjoyable things
and along with athletics and many
campus clubs, the drama passed
from the Xavier campus. Its stuIf your hair

~sn't

The TOP MEN of AMERICA'S SPORTS
smoke CHESTERFIELD
they're MILDER
Chesterfields taste better all the way.

JACK KRAMER aays •••"Because

becomfnc to

you, you should be comlnr to us

Osborne's Barber Shop
1726 Brewster Ave.
(Just west of Montromer1 Rel.)

---·-·

Cincinnati, Ohio

Scores "Hit"
Maxwell Anderson's Mary of:_·:_ _:·_:__:_·:_ _
:·:_ _:·_:__:_·:_ _:._:_-_:_·:_ _:-:_=
__:·_:__:·:__:·_:__:_·:

It's MY cigarette."

